WHAT TIME OF DAY DO YOU NEED TO PARK ON CAMPUS?

Daytime, Evenings & Weekends

Evenings & Weekends Only

C LOWEST COST
Parking is limited, outdoors, and more difficult to find

C+ LOWER COST
adds convenience of evening/weekend garage parking to C permit

S HIGHEST COST
Most convenient with guaranteed parking at specific garage*

S PERMIT LOTTERY SYSTEM
As garage space is limited, new S permits are distributed through a random selection process and may be purchased for twelve months or one semester. Permits purchased for the fall semester can be renewed for the spring semester. All permits have renewal options for the summer.

For more info on the S Permit Lottery system, see https://parking.utexas.edu/s-lottery

*Does not include event relocations

OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE!

D/D+ Parking for Students with disabilities

M Motorcycle Parking

PARKING PERKS
Student discounted garage parking charged per use

Locate D and M permit parking along streets and in surface parking lots throughout campus as indicated by signs.

For permit prices, and sale and lottery dates, see https://parking.utexas.edu/parking/student

The University of Texas at Austin
Parking and Transportation Services
NEW TO CAMPUS?
NEED Parking?
If you live ON CAMPUS and need parking
LIVE OFF CAMPUS?
Flip this over to find your perfect permit

YOU WILL NEED AN R PERMIT FOR A GARAGE.
Let’s find a garage close to your housing. If you live in...

ANDREWS, BLANTON,
OR CAROTHERS
- Closest to you in order of proximity
  - R SAG
  - R TSG
  - R SWG

BRACKENRIDGE,
JESTER, OR PRATHER
- Closest to you in order of proximity
  - R BRG
  - R TRG
  - R SJG

DUREN, KINSONLING,
LITTLEFIELD, OR WHITIS COURT
- Closest to you in order of proximity
  - R TSG
  - R SWG
  - R SAG

MOORE-HILL, ROBERTS,
OR SAN JACINTO
- Closest to you in order of proximity
  - R BRG
  - R TRG
  - R SJG

CREEKSBIDE
- Closest to you in order of proximity
  - R SJG
  - R SWG
  - R TSG

R PERMIT LOTTERY SYSTEM
As garage space is limited, new R permits are distributed through a random selection process and may be purchased for nine months or one semester. Permits purchased for the fall semester can be renewed for the spring semester. All permits have renewal options for the summer.

For more info on the R Permit Lottery system, see https://parking.utexas.edu/lottery

OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE!

D/D+ Parking for Students with disabilities

Motorcycle Parking

Locate D and M permit parking along streets and in surface parking lots throughout campus as indicated by signs.

For permit prices, and sale and lottery dates, see https://parking.utexas.edu/parking/student

The University of Texas at Austin
Parking and Transportation Services